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Data Breach Class Actions

What it is: 

A civil action filed by one or more named plaintiffs alleging their 
information was exposed in a data breach, who also sue on behalf of a 
proposed class of others who also had their information exposed as a 
result of the breach, for which the parties sued are responsible for the 
exposure of the information. If a class is certified and approved, the 
action provides binding relief for all class members, except those who 
exclude themselves, and a release to the parties against whom the 
class is certified.
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Data Breach Class Actions

When are they filed:

• Routinely filed in state and federal courts after a data breach – often 
negligence, breach of contract, misrepresentation are included in the 
causes of action.

• Often involve “cookie cutter” allegations with no evidence, or conclusory 
evidence, directly linking plaintiff’s allegations of harm and the specific data 
breach at issue.
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Data Breach Class Actions

When are they filed:

• The weakest cases involve named plaintiffs who allege no current harm to 
their information, no actual breach, theft or misuse.

• These allegations involve an “increased risk” of future harm due to the data 
breach.

© 2021 Wilson Elser. All rights reserved.

Rule 23 Class Elements

Rule 23 governs class actions. Rule 23(a) requirements:

• Numerosity – Class so numerous joinder impracticable

• Commonality – Common questions of law or fact

• Typicality – Class representative’s claims or defenses typical of class

• Adequacy of representation – Class representative and counsel can fairly 
and adequately protect interests of class

© 2021 Wilson Elser. All rights reserved.

Rule 23 Class Elements

Must satisfy Rule 23(a) and 1 of Rule 23(b) requirements

• Decision for one member’s claim dispositive of others - prosecuting separate 
actions would create certain risks, such as a limited fund;

• Injunctive/equitable relief - opponent of class acted or refused to act on grounds 
generally applying to class; or

• Money damages - questions or law or fact common to class predominate over 
adjudication of individual claims. Data breach class actions typically involve 
monetary relief.
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Defeating Class Certification

• Unless and until a class is certified, the claims are individual and must 
be treated on that basis 

• Best Prospects to Defeat Class Certification
• Viability of named plaintiffs’ claims – only claim of possible future harm to 

their information 

• Typicality – are claims same as those of class 

• Predominance of individual issues as to claims or defenses – causation and 
damages are overarching class hurdles in data breach class actions

© 2021 Wilson Elser. All rights reserved.

Class Action Defense Checklist

 Jurisdictional and judge-specific research

 Type of breach and data at issue  

 Removal (CAFA/Federal/Diversity)

 Consolidation/MDL

 Motion to Dismiss – 12(b)(1), 12(b)(6) or Compel 
Arbitration

 Motion to Stay/Limit Discovery Relating to Motion to 
Dismiss

 Retain Experts and Daubert Challenges to Plaintiff’s 
Experts

 Summary Judgment Before Class Certification Motion

 Challenge Nationwide Classes

 Oppose Class Certification: Typicality, Predominance and 
Adequacy of Common Remedy

 Discovery from Absent Class Members

 Consideration of Individual Settlement or Early Class 
Settlement; Settlement Approval Analysis

© 2021 Wilson Elser. All rights reserved.

Removal

• Consider removal
• Compare applicable procedural rules

• Compare applicable law

• Compare judges/availability of specialized courts/dockets

• Determine if case is removable and deadline

© 2021 Wilson Elser. All rights reserved.
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Removal

• Reasons to remove to federal court include the use of Twombly and 
Daubert motions, differences in state rules governing class 
certification

• Class Action Fairness Act expands diversity jurisdiction
• Minimal diversity

• $ 5 Million amount in controversy

• Defendant can remove from home state

• No one year limit on removal

© 2021 Wilson Elser. All rights reserved.

Removal

• Local Controversy Exception

• 2/3 of putative class members are filing state citizens 

• One defendant with significant role in alleged conduct is citizen of that state

• Principal injuries alleged occurred in that state

• No other similar class actions have been filed against the defendant in the 
past 3 years

• Home State Exception: 2/3 or more putative class members and primary 
defendants are filing state citizens

© 2021 Wilson Elser. All rights reserved.

Initial Defense Strategies

• Motion to dismiss for standing, class waiver, arbitration

• Motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim, failure to have standing to seek 
injunctive or declaratory relief individually or for a proposed class

Goals: 

• Test the strength of the plaintiff’s pleadings/legal theories 

• Dismiss named plaintiffs

• Pare down the claims

• Limit the size of the class

• Educate the Court what the case is going to be about
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Initial Defense Strategies

• Early case resolution consideration

• Before filing motion or answer in response to complaint

• Obtain extensions and understand local practice and judge rules and 
preferences

• Consider individual or class-wide and entity and insurer interest and 
participation, financial outlay, and setting of positive or negative settlement 
terms that could impact future lawsuits and settlements

© 2021 Wilson Elser. All rights reserved.

Challenge Standing of Named Plaintiffs

• Representatives of a putative class must show an individual “injury in 
fact”

• Reality check: Everyone’s data has been exposed in data breaches – is 
there any evidence connecting plaintiffs’ claim to this data breach?

• Must have standing to bring each cause of action and relief as an 
individual claim

Spokeo Inc. v. Robins (2016): to satisfy Article III standing, plaintiff must allege some concrete harm, even 
if it is only a risk, rather than “a bare procedural violation”

TransUnion LLC v. Ramirez, 2021 U.S. LEXIS 3401, *25 (June 25, 2021): “Every class member must have 
Article III standing in order to recover individual damages. Article III does not give federal courts the 
power to order relief to any uninjured plaintiff, class action or not.”

© 2021 Wilson Elser. All rights reserved.

Challenge Standing of Named Plaintiffs

• Clapper v. Amnesty International (2013): plaintiff cannot manufacture 
standing merely by inflicting harm on themselves based on fears of 
hypothetical future harm that is not certainly impending

• Challenge standing based on threat of future identity theft
Tsao v. Captiva MVP Restaurant Partners, LLC (11th Cir. Feb. 2021): dismissing class action because data breach victims 
must show more than heightened risk of future identity theft or mitigation costs for potential harm to have standing

Circuit split: 2d, 3d, 4th, 8th and 11th Circuits – no standing decisions vs. 6th, 7th, 9th and D.C. Circuits

• Must show future harm to pursue injunctive relief
Young v. James, 2021 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 115597, *17 (S.D.N.Y. June 21, 2021): A “plaintiff seeking injunctive or 
declaratory relief cannot rely on past injury to satisfy the injury requirement but must show a likelihood that he or 
she will be injured in the future.”

© 2021 Wilson Elser. All rights reserved.
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Oppose Nationwide Class

• State consumer protection statutes do not apply to out of state class 
members

• Different elements, standards of proof, available remedies, and judicial 
interpretations in different states for causes of action pursued

© 2021 Wilson Elser. All rights reserved.

Seek to Stay or Limit Discovery

• If no automatic stay while motion to dismiss pending, motion to stay 
discovery while motion pending

• If unsuccessful or in a court unreceptive to stay, negotiate, and if necessary, file 
motion to limit discovery to issues related to motion to dismiss

• If case survives motion to dismiss, negotiate/file motion to limit discovery
• Motion to request staggered discovery related to class certification issues – initial 

focus on named plaintiff’s claims, if necessary class claims, other discovery such as 
financial information for later only if necessary

© 2021 Wilson Elser. All rights reserved.

Retain Experts Early

• Retain experts during certification stage

• Make Daubert challenges to plaintiff’s experts (attack broad opinions about reliance of the 
class members or the adequacy of a single remedy)

• Retain experts to offer opinions based on:

• ascertainability; 

• typicality;

• adequacy of remedy; and 

• predominance

© 2021 Wilson Elser. All rights reserved.
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Class Certification

• From the inception of the case, a key focus must be on defeating class 
certification unless resolution on class-wide basis is desired

• Fight overbroad efforts to seek certification under 23(b)(1) or (b)(2) 
when case is genuinely about money damages

• Be wary of statements in court filings or discovery responses that can 
be used against you later, and keep a record of helpful statements 
made by plaintiffs (e.g., individualized issues, plaintiff-specific 
defenses)

© 2021 Wilson Elser. All rights reserved.

Class Certification

• Develop class certification defenses at the earliest stages of the case

• Example - Cordoba v. DIRECTV, LLC, 942 F.3d 1259, 1277 (11th Cir. 2019): A 
“district court must consider under Rule 23(b)(3) before certification whether 
the individualized issue of standing will predominate over the common issues 
in the case, when it appears that a large portion of the class does not have 
standing … and making that determination for these members of the class will 
require individualized inquiries.”

• How many were actually harmed by the data breach at issue?

• Is a motion to strike class allegations sufficiently strong to file in 
advance of class certification motion 

© 2021 Wilson Elser. All rights reserved.

“Death Knell” / Class Certified

• Denial of class certification is often the “death knell” of the litigation. 
Where certification is denied, the individual claim can usually be 
settled

McGlenn v. Driveline Retail Merchandising (C.D. Ill. Jan. 2021): denying class certification, finding issues of 
causation and injury require individual inquiry, insufficient evidence of compensable injury, and lack of 
clarity whether state law duty to protect from data breach existed 

• Where class certification is granted, the extent of exposure becomes 
exponentially larger

• Consider interlocutory appeal

• Pursue decertification strategy

© 2021 Wilson Elser. All rights reserved.
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Class Action Settlement Considerations

• Consider when to pursue
• Inception of case, after motion to dismiss filed or decided, before, during or 

after discovery, prior to class certification motion filing or decision

• Consider jurisdiction and judge
• New York State Court – individual settlement requires notice

• 11th Circuit – disallowed incentive award to named plaintiffs

• Consider scope of settlement 
• Individual, if possible, or settlement class

© 2021 Wilson Elser. All rights reserved.

Class Action Settlement Considerations

• Use term sheet checklist for material terms, usually followed up with 
written settlement agreement, likely must be filed in court

• Structuring of settlement - creation of fund or payment of claims as 
incurred

• Retention of claims/settlement administrator

• Consider if associated matters like government investigations (e.g., 
HIPPA-related breach)

© 2021 Wilson Elser. All rights reserved.

Class Action Settlement Considerations

• Considerations of financial outlay
• Size of class

• Amount of money, insurance proceeds available 

• Provision of credit monitoring/fraud protection – scope, how long (e.g., 1 
year/2 years, bulk rate or individual purchases)

• Payment of claims – reimbursement/compensation for dealing with the 
breach, out of pocket expenses, purchase of credit monitoring, extraordinary 
expenses 

© 2021 Wilson Elser. All rights reserved.
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Class Action Settlement Considerations

• Considerations of financial outlay
• Caps on payments – per class member, overall payment of claims with pro 

rata reduction of payments if cap reached

• Payments for claims administration, with understanding of allocations for 
notice costs – email or mail or combination

• Non-financial relief – agreed changes in data protection business practices, 
whether the changes are already implemented

• Other terms – scope of release, confidentiality, admission of liability

© 2021 Wilson Elser. All rights reserved.

Class Action Settlements

• For individual settlement, courts may still scrutinize

• For class settlements, understand timeline
• Term sheet/settlement agreement

• Preliminary approval filings, hearing and court approval

• Notice sent to class members

• Claims submitted, opt outs and objections

• Motions for fees by plaintiff’s counsel, incentive payments

• Final approval hearing and court approval

© 2021 Wilson Elser. All rights reserved.

Class Action Settlements

• In order to receive approval from court
• Set procedures and schedules for notice to class

• Explain how to submit claims and objections

• CAFA notice requirements for officials, such as the U.S. Attorney General and 
equivalent for all states with class members

• Set deadlines for response and specify available remedies

• Identify opt-out rights

• After court approval, courts rarely alter the settlement terms

• Settled named plaintiff must have standing, and cy pres only settlements are uncertain –
Frank v. Gaos (March 2019)

© 2021 Wilson Elser. All rights reserved.
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QUESTIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
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David Ross has worked with clients to prepare and implement a comprehensive defense
strategy in response to state and nationwide class actions and mass actions, other complex
litigation or demands, or investigations by government regulators or prosecutors. He
represents clients in all aspects of complex civil litigation before federal and state courts and
in alternative dispute forums.

David has served in corporate investigations and defended individual and class actions
involving product liability issues such as defective vehicles, improperly labeled food products,
medical testing and improper packaging, and class actions involving privacy and improper
care. He also has worked on recall procedures and served as the NHTSA-approved auditor for
a manufacturer as part of a resolution with the government.

Pro Bono Activities 
David has served in court-appointed representations of non-violent criminal defendants in
Fairfax County, VA, as well as several family law and landlord/tenant representations in
Washington, D.C. He also represented members of the D.C. Council in federal litigation
concerning the privatization of D.C. General Hospital, and served as an election attorney for
one of the two major political parties during federal elections in Virginia. David currently
serves as a chief election o�cer for all elections in Virginia.

Areas of Focus
Commercial Litigation, Class and Mass Actions 
David co-chairs the �rm’s class action practice team. In his class and mass action practice,
David works with clients in early resolution planning, dispositive motion and discovery
strategies, and administration of the litigation throughout the entire case process.
Representative cases involve consumer protection structures, product liability, internet
conduct, fraud, employment discrimination, and other labor o�enses, statutory claims and
common law claims. David works across disciplines to counter the complex claims that
increasingly characterize class and mass actions, in many cases obtaining early dismissals of
the named plainti�s or defeating motions for class certi�cation. David also conducts
continuing education and informational presentations on class actions for the law �rm,
clients and other groups. In addition, David’s practice has included white collar defense,
compliance and insurance coverage litigation.

Investigations & E-Discovery 
David has propounded and responded to many discovery- and other litigation-related e�orts,
including third-party subpoenas and Freedom of Information Act and Privacy Act requests.
Keeping abreast of the proliferation of electronic documents and the accompanying laws and
requirements surrounding them, David has overseen numerous electronic and paper
document collection projects and productions, privilege logs, personnel interviews and
depositions, and online and paper document reviews.
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Education

Certi�cations/Licenses

U.S. District Court, Eastern District of
Virginia

U.S. District Court, Western District of
Virginia

George Washington University, J.D.,
1997, High Honors; Order of the Coif,
Moot Court Board, Journal of International
Law and Economics

McDaniel College, B.A., 1990, cum
laude, Phi Beta Kappa Honors Society, Phi
Alpha Theta Honors Society, Pi Gamma Mu
Honors Society, Academic All-American

Representative Matters
Represented �nancing company in class actions involving notices sent to customers.  
 
Represented insurance companies in internal investigations and responses to subpoenas and
government inquiries of �nite risk insurance and reinsurance, contingent commission
agreements, bid rigging, tying arrangements and other areas  
 
Represented a Fortune 100 company’s Special Committee of the Board of Directors in an
internal investigation in anticipation of a derivative action.  
 
Represented an insurance company in a nationwide class action alleging fraud in the sale and
marketing of insurance.  
 
Represented a group of a�liated companies in an internal investigation and SEC investigation
of market timing and late trading.  
 
Represented a �nancial services company in an internal investigation of mail and wire fraud
and parallel investigations by the SEC, the U.S. Attorney’s O�ce and the FBI.  
 
Represented members of the D.C. Council in litigation concerning the privatization of D.C.
General Hospital.

Product Liability 
Represented vehicle manufacturing companies in class and individual actions alleging
defective recreational and motor vehicles.

Represented a health care company in a class action alleging the improper medical testing of
employees. 
 
Represented a manufacturer and retailer in a class action alleging food products were
improperly labeled. 
 
Represented a vehicle manufacturing company in a government and corporate investigation
involving product recalls, and served as the NHTSA-approved auditor for resolution with the
government.

Discovery-Related Matters  
Coordination of electronic discovery preservation, collection and production in the context of
class action and other litigation and government investigations.  
 
Oversight of data and document collection and production e�orts on behalf of companies
responding to private litigation and government investigations.  
 
Creation of a comprehensive discovery plan for companies in securities class action lawsuits.  
 
Implementation of data and document collection and retention protocols for companies
facing private and governmental investigations and litigation.  
 
Design and implementation of data and document repositories and creation of search terms
and date and custodian parameters for investigation, litigation and production purposes.  
 
Oversight of forensic imaging of company and personnel electronic assets in connection with
internal and government investigations and private litigation.  
Proposing and securing relief from document retention protocols for a company facing
governmental investigations.  
 
Interviews of current and former company personnel for information, data and document
collection purposes.
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